
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

GROUP FITNESS SCHEDULE

6am - 7am 
Tabata (A) - Carmen

30 MIN EXPRESS 
11:30am - 12pm 
Express Burn (A) - Dru

11:30am - 12:15pm
Buttz & Gutz (B) - Justin

30 MIN EXPRESS 
12pm - 12:30pm 
Power (A) - Dru

12:30pm - 1:15pm
Power Yoga (A) - Jen

4:30pm - 5:15pm 
Total Body (A) - Kelly

5:15pm - 6pm
Chisel (A) - Kelly

5:15pm - 6pm 
Cyclesanity (B) - Megan

6am - 7am
Cycle60 (B) - Andrea

11:30am - 12:15pm 
Pilates (A) - Aaron

11:30am - 12:15pm 
Cyclesanity (B) - Jen

12:15pm - 12:45pm 
Body Weight Burn (B) - Jen

5:15pm - 6pm 
Barre (A) - Rebecca

5:30pm - 6:30pm
CUT-UP (B) - Justin

6am - 7am 
Tabata (A) - Carmen

30 MIN EXPRESS 
11:30am - 12pm 
Express Burn (B) - Dru

11:30am - 12:15pm
Booty Barre (A) - Rebecca

30 MIN EXPRESS 
12pm - 12:30pm 
Power (B) - Dru

4:30pm - 5:15pm 
HIIT (B) - Josh

5:15pm - 6pm 
Cyclesanity (B) - Andrea

5:15pm - 6pm 
Vinyasa Yoga (A) - Greta

11:30am - 12:15pm 
CUT-UP  (B) - Justin

12pm - 12:45pm 
Yoga Flow (A) - Jen

*Check our Mobile App 
 “RenCen Fitness" for the  
 Group exercise schedule 
 and class updates.

Hours: Mon-Thurs, 5:30am-8pm, Fri, 5:30am-7pm313.285.8033         

 
 

THURSDAY FRIDAY

6am - 7am
Cycle60 (B) - Andrea

11:30am - 12:15pm
Pilates (A) - Aaron

11:30am - 12:15pm 
Chisel (B) - Justin

12:30pm - 1:15pm
Boxing (B) - Justin

5:15pm - 6pm 
DanceDen (A) - Carmen

5:30pm - 6:30pm
CUT-UP (B) - Justin

rencenfitness.com



CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

Activate: This class focuses on strengthening and 
fine-tuning major muscle groups making use of various 
equipment adding cardio bursts for the ultimate burn!

Body Weight Burn: This 30 minute total body sculpting 
class will use just your body weight as the resistance!  Get 
ready to push through intervals involving upper body, 
lower body, core and cardio exercises using just your body 
weight!   Every class will be di�erent - keeping your body 
guessing while toning every muscle.  You'll be begging to 
use weights after this calorie blasting workout! 

Booty Barre: Get that Dancer physique and your best butt 
in this ballet inspired class.  Combine ballet movements 
with conditioning while targeting your butt, thighs, and 
core - this class will lift, tone and lean all the parts you 
want!

Boxing:  A basic intro to the sweet science of boxing.  In 
this class you will learn proper footwork, punching and 
defense.Footwork:  How to stand and also move correctly 
while throwing punches and also moving for defense.  
Punching:  You will learn how to throw punches the right 
way, such as the Jab, Cross, Hooks, Upper Cuts and 
counter Punches. Defense:  You will learn how to slip and 
roll punches in 2 di�erent styles.

Buttz & Gutz: This workout is focused on toning and 
sculpting your lower body and core.  Come prepared to 
feel the burn while performing exercises to shape your 
booty and define your abs all while torching calories in 
this 45 minute butt kicker! 

Chisel: Work your muscles in every way possible in this 
class designed to build strength, add definition, increase 
your bone density, and decrease your body fat by 
increasing your lean muscle. Research has proven that by 
adding lean muscle to the body you can speed up your 
metabolism and burn more calories when you work out 
and at rest. You will use hand weights, tubing and your 
own body weight to change the shape of your body. No 
muscle gets neglected in this class!

Circuit Lift: This more advanced strength training and HIIT 
class will incorporate heavy lifting focusing on specific 
muscle groups and form paired with High Intensity Cardio 
Intervals for the ultimate physique!  Led by Jen, a Fitness 
Physique competitor herself, will provide expert 
instruction and exercises improving strength, endurance 
and defining every muscle!

CUT-UP: Designed by Justin Ward, this high intensity, 
no-nonsense, conditioning class will you push you to your 
limits.  Using your own body weight, weights and bands as 
resistance you will perform strength and cardio exercises 
toning your whole body .  Get ready to work!

Cyclesanity:  This high intensity cycle class simulates 
mountain-like terrain to increase endurance and speed.  
This class will push you through your breaking point and 
get you in tip top shape for your next triathlon or just 
torching calories while increasing strength and endurance.

Pilates:  is a functional training system focused on the 
structural unit of the torso (trunk). Both exercises and 
stretches provide stability, strength, flexibility and support 
for a center-balanced posture in your body.

Power Yoga:  Vinyasa classes focus on flowing from pose 
to pose and linking the movement with the breath. These 
classes are used to build endurance, stamina, strength, 
and flexibility, while calming the mind.

Ride & Shine:  Start your day with an energizing indoor 
cycling class. A workout designed to burn calories and get 
your endorphins flowing. Beginner to expert riders will 
benefit as the instructor takes you on a wide range of 
activities while playing music from the 70's thru today's 
best Electronic Dance.

Ridin' 30:  A high-energy ride packing in tempo drills, 
intervals, threshold e�orts, sprints and hills all in 30 
minutes!  Make the most of your workout torching 
hundreds of calories with enough time to get to your next 
meeting! 

Short Circuit: This 45 Minute "Short Circuit" class will be a 
total body toning class in a short period of time.  Circuits 
will include resistance training with light weights or using 
your own body weight and cardio training to improve 
endurance and burn calories.  A complete workout in just 
45 minutes! 

Stretch & Flow:  A full body Stretch using movements & 
poses that flow smoothly to increase flexibility, decrease 
muscle tension, develop core strength and improve 
muscular balance.

Tabata Training:  This Total Body Toning Session is a form 
of interval training that involves performing 20 second 
intervals of all-out intensity followed by 10 seconds of rest. 
This cycle is repeated 8 times, making the entire interval 
workout last only 4 minutes.

Total Body Workout: Upper/lower body weight training 
combos maximize fat burn and muscle building! We build 
muscle that you can actually see by keeping your heart 
rate up with my cardio weight training methods. All fitness 
levels can join as modifications are given for each exercise.

2Legit2 HIIT: This class focuses on High Intensity Interval 
Training with calisthenics, weight training and cardio drills.  
Non-stop compound movements that will burn major 
calories and leave you feeling hard bodied.

30 Minute Express Burn: Tone & tighten all of your major 
muscle groups in just 30 mintues!  Express Burn will focus 
on strength training for upper & lower body using 
dumbbells, resistance bands and your own body weight 
for the exercises.  

30 Minute Express Power: This 30 minute high intensity 
cardio workout is bound to torch calories and test your 
limits!  With the use of your own body weight, this class 
will take you through short intervals to enhance power 
production along with longer intervals to maximize 
endurance! 


